To Lead March
Rights Leader Arrives In City

By BRIGIT CLARK

Calling upon what he called the "waving formation of civil rights marchers" that have been going on all over the nation, John Lewis, the 27-year-old black lawyer who has led several "freedom rides" into the Deep South, arrived in Oklahoma City Sunday night to lend his support to the Oklahoma march.

A quiet—almost solemn—crowd of 600 people gathered at the Oklahoma City Civic Center to hear the civil rights leader speak. Speaking to the throng, Mr. Lewis said he expected the Oklahoma March on March 21 to be even larger than the one held in Washington last week.

"The right thing to do," he told the audience, "is to go on and on and on until the black man is free."

The march, which originated in Chicago, is scheduled to end here in March. It has been led by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and Mr. Lewis.

Mr. Lewis said that the black man must stand up for his rights and fight for them. "I want to see the day when a black man can walk down the street without being harried," he said.
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Rain Puts A Damper On Fair
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Kerr-McGee Center ‘Honest,’ Architect Says
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Social Security Jackpot

Architect Explains Design

Share in This Golden Harvest!
Teenage Drivers Need Guidelines From Parents

Between Parent And Teenager — Part XVIII

To of OH, drivers lowest. A recent study showed that 85% of teenage drivers are involved in at least one accident per year. This percentage is significantly higher than that of adult drivers. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of experience and skill behind the wheel.

The Oklahoma City Police Department has implemented several guidelines to help parents and teenagers navigate the challenges of driving. These guidelines include:

1. Establish Rules and Boundaries: Clearly define the expectations and rules for driving, including curfews, the number of passengers allowed, and the type of vehicle.

2. Provide Training: Consider enrolling them in a driving school or arranging for professional driving lessons.

3. Regular Check-ins: Regularly discuss their driving habits, the challenges they face, and any concerns you may have.

4. Role Model: Set a good example by driving safely and responsibly.

5. Be Patient: Remember that learning to drive is a process, and it takes time to become proficient.

If you or your child are interested in the guidelines provided by the Oklahoma City Police Department, you can contact them at 405-297-6830.

For more information, visit their website at okcity.gov/pd.
Zoological Society Plays Host At Pre-Conference Get-Together

Photos By Ed Sublesky

Zoo Buff

Honor By Society

Mrs. Lois M. Taylor and Dr. Thomas B. Taylor exchange congratulations with Mr. Howard on his recognition by the Zoological Society.

Zoological Society Honors Mr. Howard

The Zoological Society of Oklahoma honored Mr. Howard for his distinguished service to zoology. The event took place at the Pre-Conference Get-Together.

Socially Seen

Events from the week included a gathering in the center of the room.

Colorful Centerpiece

A centerpiece that stood out with its vibrant colors.

Women's Guilds Plan Meetings At All Souls

Women's Guilds of All Souls Episcopal Church met for their annual organizational meeting. The meeting was held in the church's conference room.

Varick Street Church

The first meeting of the Varick Street Church Women's Guild was held. The meeting was chaired by Mrs. Varick, who addressed the importance of community involvement.

State President Speaks

The state president delivered a speech emphasizing the importance of unity and collaboration among women's organizations.

How Does Girl Meet Boy?

Pushy Friends Win Dances

The story of how a girl met her boy through the efforts of her pushy friends was highlighted. The friends set up a series of events to introduce the two.

Evans J. England, Stepheon Lewton Repeat Nuptials

Evans J. England and Stephen Lewton renewed their vows in a private ceremony.

Watch the Dates

Important events were marked on the calendar, including dates for upcoming conferences and meetings.

Find a Date

The search for suitable dates for events was ongoing.

Sponsored by Sylvania

Sylvania, with its commitment to excellence, was a sponsor of the event.

Adventures In The Arts

The arts and culture were celebrated through various events and activities.

So Many Young Women Are Interested In..."Ageless Beauty"..?

The interest in ageless beauty among young women was noted.

Waltz 

A traditional dance featuring a waltz.

Commercial for Goldgenie

Goldgenie advertised its services with a commercial.

Special Factory Purchase

Sylvania offered a special factory purchase deal.

Special Offer

Sylvania's special offer was highlighted for a limited time.

Play It Straight

The phrase 'Play It Straight' was featured on a commercial.
Center Crowded To Overflowing

Fair Visitors To View Shower Of Art Forms

In the main lobby of the Cowles House of Fine Art, a shower of art forms will be displayed on Sunday, Oct. 21, in the form of a cornucopia of paintings and sculptures.

The show is sponsored by the Arena Art Center, and is expected to draw a large crowd.

One of the highlights of the show will be the painting of a nude figure by John Singer Sargent, which is on loan from the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.

Another painting that is certain to attract attention is "The Persistence of Memory" by Salvador Dalí, which is on loan from the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Sculptures of note include a marble sculpture of aurred "The Thinker" by Auguste Rodin, and a bronze statue of a nude female figure by Aristide Maillol.

The show will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

It's True What They Say About Arkansas

Dallas Defense Stifles St. Louis

Gabriel's Passing

Jars Colts, 27-20

OU's Diamond-T Helps Big Eight Gain 4-4 Split

Denver Jolts Jets

Packers Roll, 17-0
Mets Sweep, Cubs Win

Frisco, Braves Roll On

2 Jackies Boot Home 2 Winners

NL Box Scores Fourball Favorites Advance

Skins, Vince Take Opener

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

Browns Ax Philly, 27-20
Falcon QB Stuns SF

Snacks Return to OC Tonight
The O.C. Tonight

U.S. Sweeps In Davis Cup

It's Bell Again

Giants Shock Vikes
Maria Cotes
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Bears Tough, Potter Warns

Bombers Stay On Top

Blazers' Freshmen Shine, 6-3

Oakland Nickels

Giants Shock Vikes

Maria Cotes, Auto Club Title

Color In Porter's Future Green

Porter issued a statement on the future of his campaign, saying he is committed to fighting for his political goals and continue to build a solid foundation for his political career.

A. Oeschbach

Blazers' Freshmen Shine, 6-3

Bears Tough, Potter Warns

Oilers Stuff Buffalo, 17-3
Cook, Cincy Stun San Diego, 34-20

KC Blanks Pars, 31-0

Oakland Nickels

The Oakland Nickels are currently leading the season with a impressive record of wins over tough opponents.

Corky Clark

The Corky Clark House

The Corky Clark House is a popular destination for sports fans, hosting events and tournaments throughout the season.
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See City’s New Face

Storm Floods Florida Area

Korea Acrees U.S. Of Hing
SPECTACULAR CARPET FACTORY

"BUY-OUT"

A Very Special Purchase From One of the Leading Mills! Usually Selling at $6.99 Sq. Yd.

* Choose from a Wide Selection of Decorator Colors!
* Choose from a Wide Selection of Weaves Tweeds Plush Textures!

Special purchase from one of America's leading rug mills. Pick from a vast assortment of beautiful styles in a galaxy of colors and a terrific choice of weaves. With all this beautiful carpeting available at this low, low price, you might just expand your new-carpet planning to include those rooms you thought would have to wait another year! Nothing adds so much warmth and glamour to a room or helps with your decorating as carpeting. And nowhere will you find a better selection than at Evans' Carpet Department. Evans' expert installation is available, of course, but do hurry for best selections, as quantities are limited. And don't forget to bring your room measurements with you.

$3.99

3 SQ. YD.

* Save A Whopping 3.00 a Square Yard!
* 6.99 Square Yard Carpet Now Sensationally Low Priced!

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN
• CE 2-2461 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9, SUNDAYS 1 TO 7
• CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING